
MANAGED DETECTION & RESPONSE (MDR)

Azure Sentinel + 
M365 Defender

Integrated Cloud-Native Siem with  
Cross-Domain Response and Threat Eradication
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The State of Cyber Security

The digital economy is in full swing. Organizations are evolving faster 
than ever, adopting new technologies such as cloud services that are 
transforming how they operate and creating new gaps in security. 
Cyber criminal activity is in full swing too!

Today, more than ever, adversaries are creating new techniques 
to launch attacks across an organization’s on-premises and cloud 
infrastructure to evade detection and ensure they continue to stay one 
step ahead of their victims.

Security teams and service providers not only have to collect, triage, 
and investigate alerts, they have to be able to respond in real-time to 
stop sophisticated fast-moving malicious activities across an expanded 
ecosystem of distributed networks and cloud-based services.

Managed Detection and Response (MDR) services by BlueVoyant 
unify Microsoft’s cloud-native Security Information and Event Manager 
(SIEM), Azure Sentinel, and M365 Defender to allow a 360-degree view 
of your attack surface across endpoints, on-premises infrastructure, 
identities, email, and cloud apps and enable cross-domain threat 
prevention and proactive threat hunting.

BlueVoyant is revolutionizing 
Managed Detection and 

Response by increasing threat 
visibility and expanding response 

actions beyond endpoints.
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Why BlueVoyant

Exemplary Leadership
Co-Founded in 2017 by F500 Executives and Former 
officials NSA, FBI, Unit 8200, and GCHQ, together with 
private sector experts.

Global Footprint
New York City (HQ), Maryland, Tel Aviv, San 
Francisco, London, Manila, and Latin America.

Microsoft Expertise
Member of the Microsoft Partner Network (MPN), 
Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider (CSP), Member 
of Microsoft Intelligent Security Association (MISA), 
Microsoft MSSP Partner, and Microsoft Gold Partner 
by July 2020.

Cloud-Native SOC-as-a-Service
BlueVoyant Security Operations Center is 100% 
cloud-native allowing limitless flexibility and scale.

Unlimited Live Response
BlueVoyant’s SOC team provide near real-time 
response through automation and experience 
investigators 24 hours a day, seven days a week
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How It Works

Managed Security Operations 
BlueVoyant’s Managed Detection and Response provides real-time, 
customized threat response and remediation - terminating malicious 
processes, isolating devices, and manually preventing persistence and 
lateral movement associated with sophisticated attacks.

BlueVoyant incorporates client-driven rules of engagement (ROE) to 
enable immediate, decisive action, utilizing analyst driven expertise 
to stop threats that could cripple a network versus noncritical events 
where a lower-tiered response may be appropriate.

MDR services integrate proven frontline expertise, comprehensive threat 
data analytics, and advanced technology solutions to deliver remote 
monitoring and incident remediation utilizing Azure Sentinel, Microsoft 
Defender Advanced Threat Protection by Defender for Endpoint, Office 
365 Advanced Threat Protection by Defender for Office 365, Azure 
Advanced Threat Protection by Defender for Identity, and Microsoft 
Cloud App Security.

Deployment and Implementation
Maximize your investment in Microsoft 
security solutions with BlueVoyant to:

Design and configure Azure  
Sentinel cloud instance

Configure and onboard log data 
using Azure Sentinel built-in 
connectors across cloud and  
on-premises sources

Create client-specific dashboard 
design and customization

Create proactive threat  
hunting playbook

Construct alerting  
scenarios to trigger case  
generation and investigations

Integrate playbooks to  
enable automation
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BlueVoyant MDR Outcomes

Your Security Stack

BlueVoyant MDR

Outcome

Email

Endpoints

Apps

Cloud

On-Prem

Users

MICROSOFT THREAT 
PROTECTION

• Transparency and 
Accountability

• Unified Visibility

• Hunt and Stop 
New Threats

Microsoft 
Defender ATP

Microsoft 
Cloud App 

Security 

AZURE 
SENTINEL

Azure ATP

Office 365 ATP

BLUEVOYANT 
SECURITY 

OPERATIONS

Azure Sentinel

A scalable, cloud-
native, security 
information event 
management (SIEM) 
platform providing 
a single solution for 
alert detection, threat 
visibility, proactive 
hunting, and threat 
response.

Microsoft Cloud  
App Security

A comprehensive 
cross-SaaS solution 
bringing deep visibility, 
strong data controls, 
and enhanced threat 
protection to your cloud 
apps.

Azure Advanced  
Threat Protection

Uses Active Directory 
signals to identify, 
detect, and investigate 
advanced threats, 
compromised identities, 
and malicious insider 
actions directed at your 
organization.

Office 365 Advanced 
Threat Protection

Safeguards your 
organization against 
malicious threats posed 
by email messages,  
links (URLs) and 
collaboration tools.

Microsoft Defender 
Advanced Threat 
Protection

Unified endpoint 
platform for preventative 
protection, post-breach 
detection, automated 
investigation, and 
response.

Azure Sentinel
A scalable, cloud-native, security information event management  
(SIEM) platform providing a single solution for alert detection, threat  
visibility, proactive hunting, and threat response.

Office 365 Advanced Threat Protection
Safeguards your organization against malicious threats posed by email 
messages, links (URLs) and collaboration tools.

Microsoft Defender Advanced Threat Protection
Unified endpoint platform for preventative protection, post-breach detection, 
automated investigation, and response.

Azure Advanced Threat Protection
Uses Active Directory signals to identify, detect, and investigate advanced 
threats, compromised identities, and malicious insider actions directed at 
your organization.

Microsoft Cloud App Security
A comprehensive cross-SaaS solution bringing deep visibility, strong data 
controls, and enhanced threat protection to your cloud apps.

Microsoft Defender 
for Endpoint

Microsoft 
Defender for 

Identity

Microsoft  
Defender for 

Office 365

MICROSOFT  
365 DEFENDER
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BlueVoyant MDR powered by 
Microsoft Security includes:

24 x 7 Managed Detection and Response
Real-time monitoring of Azure Sentinel alerts with full-scale 
investigations and response to security events supported by 
expert Cyber threat analysts who operate 24/7, across multiple 
locations within Security Operations Centers (SOC).

Increased Visibility to Resolve Every Alert
Collects and analyzes data from multiple data sources, 
including endpoint, email, user activity, and other thirdparty 
security solutions, providing visibility into risks and threats 
across multi-cloud and hybrid environments.

Cloud-Native MDR Protection with Speed  
and Scale
Near-limitless connectivity speed to security logs and  
scale delivered in the cloud without the time and cost of 
appliance-based SIEM.

Integrated Automation Enhanced with Expertise
Integrated cross-product automation layer that ingests all 
alerts generated to automate and coordinate prevention, 
defensive responses, and remediation across all platforms.

Ongoing Building and Tuning of  
Azure Sentinel Alerts
Simplified implementation tailored to your unique  
environment, providing custom configurations and ensuring 
limited operational interruption.

Custom Correlations
Analyst developed unique searches, custom correlations, 
and tracking integrated with BlueVoyant threat intelligence 
providing contextual insights unique to your enterprise.

Built-in Automation and Orchestration
Integrated, proprietary playbooks designed to automate 
responses, enabling the ability to fully automate routine 
operations to recurring types of alerts and/or automated 
responses to specific alerts.

Collaboration
Customers leverage Wavelength™, BlueVoyant’s client portal, to 
access real-time information about alerts and investigations.

Threat Intelligence Integration
BlueVoyant threat intelligence amplifies and enriches 
correlations to create custom insights.

Hunting
BlueVoyant’s dedicated hunting team proactively investigates 
activity that standard detections can miss.



Cloud-Native MDR with Azure Sentinel and Microsoft 
Threat Protection Architecture and Operations Model

Client’s Azure

Applications

Azure ATP

Office 365 ATP

Microsoft Cloud 
App Security

Microsoft Defender ATP

Policy Management & 
Tuning, Granular Response,

Alert Status Updates

Azure & Microsoft 
Threat Protection
Specific Visuals

Cross Solution 
Investigation, Response, 

Remediation

24/7 Security Operations
Customized Case Management

Threat Response and Eradication
Custom Rules of Engagement

Implementation

Cases

Reports

Assets

Threat
Intelligence

Wavelength Portal
Microsoft Threat Protection

Other Clouds

Logs

Azure Sentinel

Microsoft 365 
Security

Azure Active 
Directory

Client Environment Client Experience

On-Premises

Endpoints

 Security 
Tools

Email

Users

Servers
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Cloud-Native MDR with Azure Sentinel  
and Microsoft Defender and Operations Model

Microsoft Defender 
for Office 365

Microsoft Defender  
for Endpoint

Microsoft Defender 
for Identity

Microsoft Cloud 
App Security 

Microsoft 365 Defender



Rather than you sending us your logs and us sending you alerts back, our security experts will operate inside your environment, 
enriching incidents, raising alerts, and closing incidents, etc., directly within your Azure Sentinel environment, where you can 
watch in real-time as we work to protect your company from threats.
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The BlueVoyant Modern SOC is is a powerful solution that can incorporate security logs from the 
entire Microsoft security toolset as well as many third-party technologies. 
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SIEM | Azure Sentinel

MICROSOFT SECURITY TOOLS

SERVICES

BlueVoyant Modern SOC

XDR | Microsoft Defender

Managed Detection
& Response

Consulting & 
Implementation

Platform
Management

365 Defender Azure Defender

The BlueVoyant Modern SOC supports the entire Microsoft security suite, including:

Microsoft Azure Sentinel
A cloud-based security information 
and event management (SIEM) tool.

Microsoft 365 Defender
An extended detection and response 
(XDR) platform designed to natively 
integrate with Azure Sentinel. (This 
includes all Microsoft 365 Defender 
services - for Endpoint, Office 365, 
Identity, and Cloud App Security).

Microsoft Azure Defender
A platform that provides XDR 
capabilities for infrastructure and 
cloud platforms including virtual 
machines, databases and containers.
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To learn more about BlueVoyant, please 
visit our website at www.bluevoyant.com 
or email us at contact@bluevoyant.com

About BlueVoyant

BlueVoyant is an expert-driven cybersecurity services company whose mission is to proactively defend 
organizations of all sizes against today’s constant, sophisticated attackers and advanced threats. 

Led by CEO Jim Rosenthal, BlueVoyant’s highly skilled team includes former government cyber officials 
with extensive frontline experience in responding to advanced cyber threats on behalf of the National 
Security Agency, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Unit 8200 and GCHQ, together with private sector experts. 
BlueVoyant services utilize large real-time datasets with industry-leading analytics and technologies. 

Founded in 2017 by Fortune 500 executives and former Government cyber officials and headquartered in 
New York City, BlueVoyant has offices in Maryland, Tel Aviv, San Francisco, London, and Latin America. 


